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Introduction

GraphAnno is a configurable tool for multi-level annotation which caters for the entire workflow from
corpus import to data export and thus provides a suitable environment for the manual annotation of
modals in their sentential contexts. Given its generic data model, it is particularly suitable for enriching
existing corpora, e.g. by adding semantic annotations to syntactic ones. In this contribution, we present
the functionalities of GraphAnno and make a concrete proposal for the treatment of modals in a corpus,
with a focus on scope interactions. We have nothing to say about the specific categories to be annotated.
Its generic design allows GraphAnno to be used with various annotation schemes, like those proposed by
Hendrickx et al. (2012), Nissim et al. (2013) and Rubinstein et al. (2013). We will use generic category
labels from theoretical linguistics for illustration purposes.
After providing some background information on the tool in Section 2 we show how GraphAnno
deals with four major tasks of corpus-based projects, i.e., corpus import (Section 3), annotation (Section
4), searching (Section 5) and data export (Section 6).
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Some background on GraphAnno

GraphAnno was originally designed as a lightweight prototype for a more powerful multi-level annotation tool, Atomic (cf. Druskat et al. 2014), in a project on multi-level annotation of cross-linguistic
data.1 The focus was thus on functionality, rather than, for instance, performance with large data sets.
The tool has been used in various corpus-based projects (e.g. Gast 2015), and it has proven a stable
and user-friendly application, specifically for small-scale annotation projects. GraphAnno was therefore
published in 2014, and will continue to be maintained.2
GraphAnno is so called because the corpus data is programme-internally represented, and also visually displayed, as a graph, consisting of annotated nodes and edges. Given its generic data model, it
can handle any type of graph structure, not only trees. Annotations can be restricted and controlled with
dictionaries of attribute-value pairs.
The application requires Graphviz3 and Ruby.4 It handles dependencies on other libraries using the
RubyGems package manager. It is platform-independent, and an exe-file for easy use on a Windows
system is available, bundling the required Ruby runtime environment. The tool has a browser-based
interface. To get going, the user starts a ruby process (by double click or from a command line) and
accesses the annotation projects by visiting the URL ‘http://localhost:4567’.
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GraphAnno is operated via a command line at the bottom of the browser window. Annotations are
created with one-letter commands such as n (create a node), g (groupe nodes into constituents), e (create
an edge), d (delete nodes/edges) and a (annotation of attribute-value pairs; see below for examples). For
navigation in the corpus and the choice of an annotation level, there are dropdown fields, and the tool
comes with some key bindings giving access to its most important functionalities, e.g. for zooming and
navigation. Some important functions are controlled with the function keys F6 (filter), F7 (search), F8
(configuration) and F9 (metadata). In the configurations window, users can, most importantly, define
annotation levels and set some parameters concerning matters of visual representation (e.g. colours for
annotation levels and highlighting), as well as define shortcuts and store search macros (cf. Section 5).
Unlike Atomic, which is part of the ANNIS-infrastructure,5 GraphAnno is intended to be ‘promiscuous’, with interoperability being achieved via Python6 and NLTK.7 An important feature exhibited by
GraphAnno which is not (yet) available for Atomic is the search and export functions (cf. Sects. 5 and 6).
GraphAnno is thus designed for smaller projects and exploratory studies, as it allows users to analyse and
inspect the data during the process of annotation. It is distinguished from other tools such as MMAX28
and Exmaralda9 by its focus on hierarchical multi-level annotation with (online) 2D-visualization, and
from generic graph tools such as Cytospace10 by its specifically linguistic functionalities.
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Corpus import

Corpora can be imported with the command import in the command line, which opens a dialogue
window. They can either be loaded from a text file, or be pasted into a text field. For preprocessing,
punkt segmenters for eleven languages are integrated and can be selected. A corpus format can also
be specified using regular expressions. More richly annotated corpora, especially treebanks, can be
imported via Python and NLTK. GraphAnno natively uses JSON-files for persistent storing. For the
import of treebanks (e.g. the Penn Treebank)11 and of more specific resources like the the BioScope
corpus12 (Vincze et al. 2008) converters are available. Being connected to the NLTK infrastructure
already, an even closer integration is envisaged for the near future. Converted annotation projects are
read into GraphAnno with the load-command, like any other project created with GraphAnno itself.
Figure 1 shows a structural representation of the sentence in (1), imported from the Penn Treebank.
The sentence is displayed as a graph as well as in plain text at the bottom of the window.
(1)

These individuals may not necessarily be under investigation when they hire lawyers.

The sentence in (2), imported from the BioScope corpus, is shown in GraphAnno-format in Figure 2 (for
reasons of space, only the part wih a modal is displayed).
(2)

<sentence id="S177.8">
Oxidative stress obtained by the addition of H2O2 to the
culture medium of J.Jhan or U937 cells
<xcope id="X177.8.2">
<cue type="speculation" ref="X177.8.2">could</cue>
<xcope id="X177.8.1">
<cue type="negation" ref="X177.8.1">not</cue>
by itself induce NF-kappa B activation
</xcope>
</xcope>.
</sentence>

While the BioScope corpus, as well as most annotation schemes for modals (e.g. Hendrickx et al. 2012;
Nissim et al. 2013; Rubinstein et al. 2013), works at a single (structural) level of annotation, even though
the annotations are (partly) semantic in nature, GraphAnno is a multi-level annotation tool and allows us
5
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Figure 1: A structurally annotated sentence in GraphAnno
to distinguish between a structural and a semantic layer. We argue that properties of semantic entities
should be attributed to, i.e., annotated on, elements specifically representing meaning, not structure.
Moreover, the advantage of multi-level annotation is that it allows us to add semantic annotations to
existing structural ones – to enrich corpora, rather than annotating from scratch. We believe that by
combining structural with semantic annotations, we can gain information that is potentially useful for
machine learning. In what follows, we use syntactic structures as our point of departure and add manual
annotations, which we consider a reasonable workflow for small-scale annotation projects.
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Annotating modals manually

Having imported a corpus, it can be (further) annotated at a theoretically infinite number of levels. The
levels are visually distinguished by colours, but they can also be separated by hiding specific levels, or
filtering them out (cf. below). The structural level (‘s-layer’), as displayed in Figure 1, is by default blue.

Figure 2: A sentence imported from the BioScope corpus

4.1

Creating semantic structure

For a corpus-based study of modality, the annotation of scope relations is a central concern – for instance, because they interact systematically with the reading of a given modal (cf. von Fintel 2006 for a
theoretical overview). For (1) above we can assume the simplified semantic representation shown in (3):
(3)

MAY

[ NOT [ NEC [ these individuals BE under investigation . . . ]]]

As has been mentioned, GraphAnno allows for a free configuration of levels, including a free choice of
names and colours, but it comes by default with two levels, the ‘s(tructural)-layer’ as represented in Figure 1 above, and the ‘f(unctional)-layer’. We will use the functional layer for our semantic annotations.
The annotation level can be selected from the dropdown field next to the command line, or in the command line itself. Users can also choose to assign annotations to both levels by selecting the ‘fs-layer’.
Note that annotations belonging to different levels can be searched together. Technically, they belong to
the same graph. Assigning a given annotation to one level or another is thus often a theoretical decision
and does not have any far-reaching practical consequences.
Scope relations holding between scope-bearing operators can be indicated by grouping the (denotations of the) constituents as shown in (3) on the semantic level (f-layer). In some but not all cases, the
relevant structures are also represented syntactically, so that we can work on the fs-level. In a first step,
we can create a node corresponding to the inner proposition ‘These individuals BE under investigation
. . . ’. For this purpose, we can assign the NP ‘these individuals’ and the VP ‘BE under investigation . . . ’
to the f-layer (they belong to the s-layer already). Membership to a given level is stored as an attributevalue pair, with the name of the level as the attribute, and either t or f as the value, but the level can be
specified with a simple shortcut like f, too. Annotations can be assigned to several elements at the same
time. For example, the nodes n2, n3 and n4 can be assigned to the semantic level as is shown in (4) (a
is the command for ‘annotate’).
(4)

a n2 n3 n4 f

Having assigned the nodes n2, n3 and
n4 to the f-layer, we can create a parent
node dominating them. Parent nodes
are created with the command g (for
‘group’), followed by the identifiers of
the nodes, and any attribute-value pairs.
A node corresponding to the proposition ‘these individuals BE under investigation . . . ’ is created as is shown in (5)
(the type t (Russell 1908) is assigned to
the newly created node).
(5) g n13 n23 cat:t
We can now create successively higherlevel nodes of type t, moving leftwards
in the representation in (3) above.
Inevitably in multi-level annotation,
such annotations will lead to complex
tree diagrams, and for users this may
quickly become confusing. GraphAnno
Figure 3: Hiding the structural level
therefore allows users to hide or filter
the graph (with F6). ‘Hiding’ means representing the hidden part in light grey, thus allowing for an
inspection of the whole graph with visual emphasis on relevant parts – see Figure 3, where all elements
not belonging to the semantic level are hidden. The resulting graph is still complex, but the different

Figure 4: Filtering the structural level
colours allow for a reasonably clear visual differentiation. When working on an annotation project, it
is often more convenient to not just hide specific parts of a tree diagram, but to filter them out, i.e., to
have GraphAnno display a new graph with only those portions of the graph that are currently relevant. It
is important to note that the full structure of the graph is preserved, e.g. for search procedures; it is not
represented visually, however.
Figure 4 shows the result of filtering out all those elements that are not represented at the semantic
level. The small window in the top-right corner contains the filter criterion, here f-layer:t, and the
graph shown in Figure 4 was generated be pressing ‘Filter rest’. Note that node n4, corresponding to
the subject ‘these individuals’, appears to be dangling, but is actually linked to tokens t0 and t1 at the
structural level.
In example (1), the order of elements mirrors their relative scope relations, and the graph is therefore relatively homogeneous in terms of its
branching direction. An example of a
modal being in the scope of negation
(and thus leading to crossing edges) is
shown in Figure 5. As the portion of
the Penn Treebank that is accessible via
NLTK does not contain an example of
this type with may, we are using the
made-up example You may not go. Note
that node n0, corresponding to the pronoun you, is not linked to its token, as
the corresponding edge has not been asFigure 5: A deontic modal in the scope of negation
signed to the f-layer.

4.2

Towards a richer annotation of modality

So far, we have only attributed properties to elements of a graph (nodes and edges) that are not explicitly shown in the graph. This applies to category labels and layer specifications. In this way, we have
indicated scope relations holding between semantic elements that are tied to syntactic elements without receiving any annotations of their own. We can now enrich the graphs with semantic annotations.
GraphAnno allows the user to assign any type of category-value pair to any markable (node or edge).

Such ‘element annotations’, which describe properties of constituents, can be restricted by dictionaries
of attribute-value pairs. For example, we may want to annotate the tense and aspect categories of the
main predicate in the scope of a modal (or negator), we might be interested in the person and number
specifications of the subject, we may want to know what type of modality is expressed in each case, etc.
As has been pointed out, element annotations
are created with the a-command, followed by the
markable and attribute-value pairs. For example,
if we want to indicate that a predicate is in the
simple (rather than the progressive) aspect, we can
specify this for node n5 in Figure 6 as follows:
(6) a n5 asp:simple
Annotations concerning tense and aspect, the
grammatical categories of the subject, etc. are potentially interesting for statistical analyses, as they
may correlate with specific properties of modals
(e.g. their readings) and specific scope configurations. Element annotations may be useful for
other purposes as well. As we will see in Section
5, identifying specific scope configurations on the
basis of purely structural information – as in Figure 5 above – is possible but comes with certain
disadvantages. It will therefore be beneficial to
Figure 6: Element annotations
create annotations which represent sentence semantic properties and configurations more directly. Ideally, such annotations should be created automatically from a certain point onwards. For a start, we need a manually annotated corpus. As has
been mentioned, we can use any type of annotation scheme, e.g. the ones proposed by Hendrickx et al.
(2012), Nissim et al. (2013) and Rubinstein et al. (2013), or the (much simpler) scheme used for the
annotation of the BioScope corpus (Vincze et al. 2008). In the following discussion, we will not commit
ourselves to any specific annotation scheme and use generic category labels. The focus is on the process
of annotation, as well as the retrievability of the annotations (cf. Section 5).
One way of adding explicit scope information is by regarding the ‘higher’ nodes – the t-nodes in
Figure 5 above – as ‘projections’ of the relevant operators, like the xcope-elements in the BioScope
corpus (cf. Vincze et al. 2008). Let us assume that each scope-bearing operator projects a node of
category ‘Op’, which is located at a position in the graph that corresponds to its scope domain. This
projection is, obviously, located at the semantic level (though generative grammar has long assumed ‘LFmovement’ for syntax-semantic mismatches, regarding it as a syntactic operation). Let us furthermore
assume that each ‘Op’-node comes with a specification for a ‘dimension’. For the study of modals, two
dimensions are particularly interesting, i.e., ‘modality’ and ‘polarity’. Operator projections of scopebearing elements will thus carry annotations of the type shown in (7).
(7) a n7 dim:mod
a n6 dim:pol
The dimension of the operator node is represented as an attribute of the daughter node. For instance, if
an operator node has the dimensional value ‘pol(arity)’, its daughter node will have an attribute-value
pair of the form pol:pos or pol:neg. Such ‘structural-semantic’ annotations introduce additional
information into the graph and facilitate search procedures considerably, as we will see in Section 5.
Figure 7 shows the f(s)-layer of the graph corresponding to You may not go.

4.3

Representing ambiguities

Given that GraphAnno is a multi-level annotation
tool, representing ambiguities is no issue at all. As
has been pointed out, the number of levels is theoretically infinite. We can thus use different annotation levels for alternative readings of a given
sentence. Let us reconsider (2) above. The BioScope annotators have analysed the sentence in
such a way that the modal takes scope over the
negation. While our knowledge of medicine is
not sufficient to take a clear stance in this matter,
the other reading, with the negator taking scope
over the modal, actually seems more likely to us.
Figure 8 shows the sentence with the two alternative readings, represented at different levels (say,
‘sem1’ and ‘sem2’) and, hence, distinguished by
colours (e8 and e10 are green, e9 and e11 blue)
Figure 7: Annotated operator projections
and, in the data structure, by different values for
the layer-parameters. (Note that in the graph shown in Figure 8, the identifiers linking a given scope
domain to a cue have been removed, as scope dependencies are indicated with edges.)

Figure 8: Scope ambiguity in GraphAnno
Importantly, the alternative scope construals can be distinguished in the query (cf. Section 5), and users
can search for specific scope configurations, as well as leaving relative scope relations unspecified.
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5.1

Searching the corpus
The query language

GraphAnno has a powerful yet transparent query language. To search for tree fragments in the corpus,
the search window is opened with F7. The user specifies a graph fragment by describing it in terms of
attribute-value pairs associated with nodes, as well as links between nodes. The simplest case is a text
search. For instance, one can search for the modal may with text may. The hits are represented in red
colour in the graph, as well as in the text line underneath.
To search for nodes with specific properties, the declaration node (for a single node in the graph)
or nodes (for a set of nodes), followed by the relevant attribute-value pairs, is used in the query. For
example, node asp:simple will find all nodes with this attribute. The same syntax can be used for
edges, e.g. edge func:pred. The query allows regular expressions and common types of logical
connectives. The following example illustrates the query ‘find all nodes of category ‘S’ or ‘VP’ that are
not tokens’:

(8) node cat:S|VP & !token
For more complex tree fragments, searches for nodes and edges can be combined. The declaration link
is used to indicate that two nodes are linked by an edge (with edge), or a series of edges (with edge+).
For single-edge links, we can also just use edge instead of link...edge. To search for linked nodes,
the nodes are described first and assigned a label. Node labels carry a @-prefix, as illustrated in (9), where
two nodes are defined: @a (of category ‘VP’), and @b (of category ‘RB’, i.e., ‘adverbial’, in the Penn
Treebank tagset). Finally, a statement is added saying that node @a and node @b are linked by an edge.
(9)

5.2

node @a
cat:VP
node @b
cat:RB
edge @a@b

Retrieving (properties of) modals

The query language of GraphAnno offers more possibilities than pointed out above, but we will now
focus on matters concerning modality. In Section 4, it was mentioned that we can identify scope configurations on the basis of purely structural information, but that it is more convenient to have a more richly
annotated corpus. Let us first consider how we can retrieve specific configurations without recurring to
higher-level element annotations, i.e., from a structure of the type shown in Figure 5.
To find a modal in the scope of not, we have to search for a node of type t (defined in 10a) which
dominates a modal (identified in 10b) while not dominating a negation. The first of these conditions can
be expressed with the statement in (10c), referring back to the nodes defined in (10a) and (10b). The
second condition can be implemented using a cond-statement as shown in (10d). It specifies a condition
saying that the set of nodes dominated by @p must not contain a node with the annotation ‘token:not’.
(10)

a.
b.
c.
d.

node
node
link
cond

@p
cat:t
@m
cat:MD
@p@m edge+
@p.nodes(’edge+’, ’token:not’).empty?

As for the more richly annotated structures, we have proposed to regard the top-level semantic nodes as
projections of scope-bearing operators which are specified for a dimension, which in turn is represented
as an attribute (with a value) on the daughter node, e.g. [dim:pol [pol:neg ]]. Accordingly, we need
three pieces of information in order to retrieve cooccurring scope-bearing operators. If we want to find
a negator in the scope of a modal, we have to identify (i) a linked (ordered) pair of a modal operator
projection and a polarity operator projection, (ii) a linked pair of a modal operator projection and a
daughter node (with an attribute matching the dimensional value of its parent node), and (iii) a linked
pair of a polarity projection node and a daughter node specified as a negator. Each such pair consists
of a description of the two nodes in question and a link-statement. (11) shows how this query can be
formulated in the GraphAnno query language.
(11)

a. node
node
edge
b. node
edge
c. node
edge

@mop
@nop
@mop@nop
@mod
@mop@mod
@neg
@nop@neg

dim:mod
dim:pol

#
#
#
mod:poss #
#
pol:neg #
#

modal operator (projection)
negation (projection)
direct link from modal to negation op.
possibility modal
direct link from modal proj. to modal
negation operator
link from neg. op. (proj.) to negation

For the inverse scope configuration, we only have to change the order of @mop and @nop in the third
line of (11a). Figure 9 shows the result of the query in (11), carried out on our mini corpus.
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Data export

Displaying search results visually, as illustrated in Figure 9,
is a good way for manually inspecting corpora. What is more
important in small- and midscale corpus studies, however,
is the possibility of exporting
data sets. GraphAnno has two
export options. First, it allows users to export a subcorpus
meeting the conditions specified
in a query, i.e., a subset of sentences meeting the relevant conditions. For instance, with the
type of query illustrated above,
one could compile a subcorpus containing only examples in
Figure 9: Displaying the result of (11) graphically
which a modal is in the scope of
negation, or vice versa. The second type of data export creates a table for quantitative analysis.
Let us assume that we want to extract annotations for sentences in which modals and negation show
scope interactions, and that we are interested in the following variables:
(12)

a.
b.
c.
d.

the tense of the main predicate in the scope of the operator
the aspect of the highest VP in the scope of the operator
the modal base (in the sense of Kratzer 1977)13
the person and number of the subject

In a first step, we have to identify the nodes carrying the information in question, just like in a search
query. We can use the statement in (11) for this purpose. In addition, we have to identify the nodes
carrying the temporal and aspectual information, and the subject node. We also need to specify some
intermediate nodes (such as the node standing for the inner proposition, t), as the data export (unlike
a simple query) requires a coherent graph fragment. The following set of nodes or linked pairs, in
combination with (11) above, will give us the desired results:
(13)

node
link
link
node
link
node
link

@prop
@mop@prop
@nop@prop
@vp
@prop@vp
@sbj
@prop@sbj

cat:t
edge+
edge+
cat:VP
edge
cat:/.*-SBJ/
edge

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

inner propositional node
link from modal op. to prop. node
link from neg. operator to prop.
VP-node
link from prop. to vp
subject node
link from prop. node to subj

We can now define columns for the table to be exported with col, followed by the column’s name and
the annotation in question, in the format @node[’annotation’], as shown in (14).
(14)

13

col
col
col
col
col
col

mod
base
tns
asp
sbj-pers
sbj-num

@mod[’mod’]
@mod[’base’]
@vp[’tns’]
@vp[’asp’]
@sbj[’pers’]
@sbj[’num’]

Strictly speaking, ‘deontic’ is not a modal base; deontic modals have a circumstantial base, and deontic is one type of
ordering source. We will disregard this differentiation here, though it could easily be implemented.
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Outlook

GraphAnno provides functionalities for a complete workflow from corpus import to data export and has
been used in a number of annotation projects. With its command line interface, data input is fast, and
its search and filter facilities allow users to inspect the (inevitably complex) data structures of multilevel annotation projects with reasonable ease. Even so, manual annotations are time-consuming, and
automating them would represent a major step ahead in the corpus-based study of modals. It is our
intention to use multi-level corpora that have been annotated with GraphAnno as an input to machine
learning techniques in the near future, ultimately hoping to be able to automatically enrich existing corpus
resources (like the BioScope corpus and the Penn Treebank) with additional layers of annotation.
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